Network-based analysis and characterization of adverse drug-drug interactions.
Co-administration of multiple drugs may cause adverse effects, which are usually known but sometimes unknown. Package inserts of prescription drugs are supposed to contain contraindications and warnings on adverse interactions, but such information is not necessarily complete. Therefore, it is becoming more important to provide health professionals with a comprehensive view on drug-drug interactions among all the drugs in use as well as a computational method to identify potential interactions, which may also be of practical value in society. Here we extracted 1,306,565 known drug-drug interactions from all the package inserts of prescription drugs marketed in Japan. They were reduced to 45,180 interactions involving 1352 drugs (active ingredients) identified by the D numbers in the KEGG DRUG database, of which 14,441 interactions involving 735 drugs were linked to the same drug-metabolizing enzymes and/or overlapping drug targets. The interactions with overlapping targets were further classified into three types: acting on the same target, acting on different but similar targets in the same protein family, and acting on different targets belonging to the same pathway. For the rest of the extracted interaction data, we attempted to characterize interaction patterns in terms of the drug groups defined by the Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical (ATC) classification system, where the high-resolution network at the D number level is progressively reduced to a low-resolution global network. Based on this study we have developed a drug-drug interaction retrieval system in the KEGG DRUG database, which may be used for both searching against known drug-drug interactions and predicting potential interactions.